ON THE INVARIANT MEAN ON TOPOLOGICAL SEMIGROUPS AND ON TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

EDMOND GRANIRER
Let S be a topological semigroup and C(S) be the space of bounded continous functions on S. The space of translation invariant, bounded, linear functionals on C(S) and its connection with the structure of S, are investigated in this paper. For topological groups G, not necessarily locally compact, the space of bounded, linear, translation invariant functionals, on the space UC(G) of bounded uniformly continuous functions, is also investigated and its connection with the structure of G pointed out. The obtained results are applied to the study of the radical of the convolution algebra UC(G)* (for locally compact groups, or for subgroups of locally convex linear topological spaces) and some results which seem to be unknown even when G is taken to be the real line are obtained.
The topological semigroup S is assumed to have a separately continuous multiplication, and C(S) is given the usual sup norm.
C(S)* will denote the conjugate Banach space of C(S).
If aeS and / is any function on S then f a is defined by f a (s) -f(as) for seS.
φeC(S)* is said to be left invariant if φ(f a ) = φ{f) for each / in C(S) and a in S. J c l(S) will denote the space of left invariant elements of C(AS)*. A topological semigroup is said to be left amenable as a discrete semigroup if there is a linear functional φ Φ 0 on m(S) (the space of all real bounded functions on S with the usual sup. norm) which satisfies φ(f a ) -φ(f) for each a in S and / in m(S) and φ(f) ^ 0 if /^ 0. An analogous definition holds for the right amenable case. A topological semigroup is said to be amenable as a discrete semigroup if it is right and left amenable as a discrete semigroup.
The following are results of I. S. Luthar [12] : (1) If S is an abelian topological semigroup with a compact ideal then dimJ" β i(S) = 1 (2) If G is an abelian topological group having a certain property P (Any noncompact locally compact group or any nonzero subgroup of a linear convex topological vector space has this property see [12] p. 406) then dim J c l(G) ^ 2.
We say that a subset S o of the semigroup S is a left-ideal group if S o is a group when endowed with the multiplication induced from S and ss 0 belongs to S o for any s in S and s 0 in S o . If S is also a topological space then S o c S is a compact left-ideal group if it is a left-ideal group and a compact subset of S.
The following theorem is proved in Ch. IV of this paper:
THEOREM IV-1. Let S be a topological semigroup (with only separately continuous multiplication and no separation axioms) containing exactly n(Q < n < °°) compact left-ideal groups. Then dim J c l(S) -n.
If S is abelian and contains a compact ideal then as known and directly shown, S contains a unique group and compact ideal (see the argument in [12] at the top of p. 404) and so dim J c l(S) = 1, which yields Luthar's first result.
When considering this Theorem IV-I one is tempted to conjecture that its converse if true i.e.
(A) If S is a topological semigroup and dim J c l(S) = n 0 < n < oo f then S contains exactly n compact left-ideal groups 1 . This conjecture, even when allowing S to be a topological semigroup with jointly continuous multiplication and S to be a Hausdorίf regular topological space, cannot be true as the following simple example shows:
E. Hewitt (see [22] ) has constructed a regular Hausdorff space S such that the only real continuous functions on it are the constant functions. Define in this space S the following multiplication: ab = a for any a, b e S. If F: S x S -S is defined by F(a, b) = ab = a and Ua S is open then F~\U) = { (α, b) ; ab e U} = {(α, b); a e U} = U x S which is surely open in S x S. Therefore multiplication in S is jointly continuous and S is a Hausdorff regular topological space. But C(S) is one dimensional and so C(S)* is one dimensional. Moreover, if we define φ(f) = f(a) for each / in C(S) and some fixed ae S then φ Φ 0 is easily seen to be left invariant. Thus dim J c l(S) = 1. But S does 1 This conjecture made by I. S. Luthar for the abelian case (see [12] p. 403) and believed to be true by this author for completely regular topological semigroups, is not true even for abelian topological groups. In fact let G be a pseudocompact noncompact abelian topological group and A & translation invariant nonnegative linear functional on C(G) such that || A|| = 1. By Theorem 4.1 of W. Comfort and K. Ross (see [23] G) is totally bounded and each / in C(G) is uniformly continuous and therefore has a unique uniformly continuous extension/to the compact topological group G (the completion of G). Conversely any feC(G) is the uniformly continuous extension of a unique fβC (G) . Define now the linear functional A on C(G) by Af= Af. It is not hard to show now, after using heavily the Comfort-Ross theorem, that A is translation invariant (with respect to the elements of G) nonnegative and \\ A\\ = 1. Therefore Af= I fdm where m is the unique normalized Haar measure on G. This shows that dim J c l(G) -1 while G is not compact. Many thanks are due to W. Comfort and K. Ross for kindly letting this author have a preprint of their paper. not contain any proper left ideal since Sb = S for any be S. And S is neither a group nor is it compact (For a compact hausdorff space S 9 C(S) even separates points). Nevertheless, in certain cases, statement (A) holds true. The following theorem is proved in Ch. II of this paper: THEOREM Π-2. Let S be a countable topological semigroup which is left amenable as a discrete semigroup and which is a 7\ regular topological space (and therefore completely regular).
Then dim J c l(S) = n, n < o°, if and only if then S contains exactly n finite left-ideal groups 2 . Consider now G to be a topological group and denote by L UC(G) c C(G) the space of left uniformly continuous functions on the group G. Let J u l(G) c LUC(G)* be defined as:
Also, recall that at least any abelian or solvable or locally finite group G, is left amenable as a discrete group, (see Day [4] 
From these theorems it is obvious that for both the considered groups dim JJ(G) = dim J c l(G) invariably holds. An example of a countable abelian topological group in which dim JJ(G) -1 while dim J c l(G) = oo is given in Ch. III. This example uses heavily the theorems on countable topological semigroups obtained in Ch. II.
Separable topological groups G which are amenable as discrete groups and have a certain property B (G has property B means that G admits a real left uniformly continuous unbounded function. Noncompact locally compact groups, nonzero subgroups of locally convex linear topological spaces and groups which admit a right invariant unbounded metric have this property.) are considered in Ch. Ill and for them it is proved that dim JJ(G) =00 and dim J c ί(G)= 00 (see Theorem (III. 1)). It should be remarked here, that our results neither imply, nor are implied by Luthar's results in [12] . They improve Luthar's results in the case where G is separable and either locally compact or a subgroup of a locally convex linear topological space (and also in certain other cases) but they do not deal at all with the non separable case.
We consider further in this paper the Banach space LUC(G)* (i.e. the conjugate of LUC(G)). As known and easily seen LUC(G)* becomes a Banach algebra under convolution as multiplication (while convolution in C{G)* cannot generally be defined, as known). If we denote by R(G) the radical of the Banach algebra LUC{G)* (which may not be commutative though G is so) then the following results are obtained, as immediate consequences of our work: Combining this theorem with a known result, to be found in Rudin [15] , which asserts that if G is compact abelian then C(G)* is semisimple one gets.
is a separable, noncompact, locally compact topological group which is amenable as a discrete group, then the radical R(G), of LUC(G)* is infinite dimensional (see Theorem
THEOREM ΠI-4 
Moreover R(G) = {0} if and only if G -{0}.
If we take G to be the real line R and therefore LUC(G) = UC(R) to be the space of real uniformly continuous bounded functions on R then the algebra UC(R)*, with convolution as multiplication, has as infinite dimensional radical. It is not hard to see that this holds true also for the complex valued uniformly continuous functions on R. Even this result for the real line seems to be unknown.
In the end it is a pleasure for me to thank Ranga R. Rao for the friendly and fruitful conversations I had with him. It was in fact his idea to use the functions {/J in the proof of Theorem IΠ-1.
Some notations. S is a topological semigroup if it has an associative multiplication and is a topological space (with no separation axioms) and for any fixed a in S the mappings s->as and s ->sa are continuous from S to S. (i.e. multiplication is only separately continuous). We do not assume that (x, y) -> xy from S x S-• S is continuous. As remarked in [19] p. 64 the multiplicative semigroup or linear continuous operators on a Banach space with the weak operator topology is only separately continuous.
G is a topological group if it is a group, has a Hausdorff topology and (x, y) --> xy~x from G x G -> G is continuous (i.e. in this case jointly continuous multiplication.) If S is a set then ^(S), m(S) are defined as usual (see Day [5] p. 28) and if S has a topology then C(S) is again defined as usual (see introduction). We stress that we deal only with real valued bounded functions in this paper. If X, Y are normed spaces then X*,Y* are their respective conjugate Banach spaces and if T: X-^Y is linear then T*: Γ* -> X* denotes the conjugate of T (see [5] pp. 14-17.) If A a S then 1 Λ is the function whose value is one an A and zero otherwise (when no ambiguity may arise, 1 will denote the constant one function on S, i.e. 1^). If A, B are subsets of S then A -B will invariably mean the set of points of A which are not in B.
If / is a function on S and aeS then f a , f a are defined by , a n } c S, and nonnegative α^, , α n with Σai = 1 such that φ(f) = Σ?=i<**/(<*<) for each /ei.
If S is a topological semigroup then J c l(S) = {φe C(S)*; φ(f a ) -φ{f) for each fe C(S) and ae S} and Jl(S) = {^e m(S)*; φ(/ α ) = φ{f) for each fem(S) and αeS}. For "left-ideal group" or "compact leftideal group" see the introduction. A finite left ideal group is a left ideal group which contains a finite number of elements. If X is a Banach space and Y c X a subspace then we write dim Y -n if Y is n dimensional, 0 ^ n < oo, and dimY=: co if 7 is not finite dimensional.
If X is a Banach space with conjugate space X* then the w* topology in X* (sometimes called the X topology of X*) is defined as in Day [5] p. 17.
A nonempty class F of subsets of a set S is called a field (σ-field) if it is closed under complementation and under the operation of taking finite (countable) unions.
II* The invariant mean on countable topological semigroups
The main theorem of this chapter is Theorem 2. The main tool for its proof is Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 uses basically the same idea as the proof of Theorem (5.1) of [6] , It yields though a simpler proof even for the discrete case than Theorem (5.1) of [6] . 
Thus the above theorem is not true if we do not assume the existence of the above sequence {sj. This is the reason why Luthar, in his theorem about the uniqueness of the invariant mean on an abelian semigroup, see [11] and this author, in proving the theorem about the finite dimensionality of the set of invariant means on a semigroup, (see [6] ), had to handle first the case in which the semigroup was countable and only afterwards, by using arguments involving much more the algebraic properties of semigroups, to handle the uncountable case (which is not yet proved in its due generality). Since φ 0 is a w* limit point of the net {<ρ α } there is an a n ^ αŝ uch that φ a>n e V" w . Write <p αn = <p w and let ψ 0 be some w*-limit point of the net {φ n }. The set of means of L o * can be written as Π {φeL*; || φ || ^ 1 and φ(/) ^ 0} and so is w* compact. This shows the existence of such a ψ 0 (and so ψ 0 is even a mean). Moreover, if feL Q \\f\\ ^ 1 and s 3 -is fixed then
If ε > 0 is given then there is an n 0 ^ i such that l/n 0 < ε/3 and therefore for n ^ n 0 , \\JSf 8 
Since ψ 0 is a w*-limit point of {<7? w }, there is an ^ ^ n 0 such that | (τ/τ 0 -φ ni )l°S J f\ < ε/3 and (φ n -to)/1 < e/3. Thus Sf s ]ψ 0 = to for each i and using the assumption of our theorem we get that ψ Q e J o l(S). But ψ Q is also a w* limit point of the sequence {φ n }7= k c V Λ . Since V* is ^* closed DEFINITION 2. If X is a topological space then A c X is called a Z-set if A = {α; /(α?) = 0} for some fe C(X), F x will denote the field generated by the Z-sets and B Σ is the σ-field generated by the insets (or the σ-field of Baire subsets of X). LEMMA 
Let S be a countable topological semigroup which is left amenable as a discrete semigroup. If the set of left invariant elements of C(S), J c l(S), is finite dimensional then each left invariant mean φ 0 of C(S)* can be represented by a regular countable additive measure m 0 on B s .
Proof Let <peC(S)* be a left invariant mean. Taking in the previous theorem L o = C(S) we get that there is a sequence of finite means {φ n } such that l\m n _ >oo φ n (f) = φ(f) for each feC(S).
If a e S then let m a be the countable additive measure defined on B s by: m a (B) = 1 if and only if ae B. m a is regular and countably additive and since any finite mean can be represented by a linear combination of m α 's we get that φ n are represented by countable additive regular measures m n on B s . Thus for each feC(S)
Applying now A. D. Alexandroff's theorem (for statement and proof see Varadarajan [17] 
<P*(f) -\fdm Q for each fe C(S) .
By a known theorem m 0 can be uniquely extended to a countably additive measure on B s . (see [17] p. 45 Thm 18) . By the second part of [17] Thm. 18 p. 45 this m 0 is even regular. REMARK 3. Applying now the uniqueness part of Alexandroff's theorem on the representation of linear functionals by measures, (see Alexandroff [1] or Varadarajan [17] p. 39 Thm 5) we get that for any
THEOREM 2. Let S be a countable topological semigroup which is left amenable as a discrete semigroup and which is a T x and regular topological space (for definition see [10] p.113). Then dim J c l(S)ñ , n < oo, if and only if S contains exactly n finite left-ideal groups.
REMARK 4. (a) If φ is any invariant mean on m(S) then its restriction to C(S) is an invariant mean of C(S)*. Thus in any case dim J c l(S) g 1 (if S is left amenable as a discrete semigroup), (b) Two different left-ideal groups are disjoint (each one is a minimal left ideal).
Proof of Theorem. S being countable is Lindelof and being also regular is normal (see Kelley [10] p. 113) We show now that any closed FcSisa Z-set.
Let S -F= {s u s a , •} and let f n e C(S) satisfy 0 ^ f n ^ 1 and
Then /e C(S) and {s; f(s) = 0} -{F}. (This is the standard well known proof that any closed G δ in a normal space is a Z-set).
Let φ 0 be a left invariant mean on C(S) and let m 0 be the regular countably additive measure such that
Therefere there is some ae S (one of the ί/s) such that m o ({α}) > 0. Now for any finite subset FaS
And the inequality is true since / Ξ> 1 8F implies that f s (t) = /(si) ^ 1 for teF i.e. /, ^ 1,. If se S and e is the identity of A then sA = (se)A = A since se G A. Thus sA = A so that any finite left-ideal group is also what is (unnecessarily) called in [6] p. 34 a (l.i.l.c). (Also, obviously, any finite group and (l.i.l.c) is a left-ideal group.) Now the number of finite left-ideal groups in S is less than or equal to n (where dim J e l(S) = n) since if A u , A n , A n+1 would be finite left-ideal groups and we would define φ.e C(S) by φ^f) = [l/Λ^A*)] Σ*e^/(s) where N(A^) is the number of elements of A* then as easily checked φ t is a left invariant mean on C(S) (since sAi -A* for each seS).
Therefore if a e S satisfies m o ({a}) > 0 and s e S we have m o ({sa}) m o(M) > 0. This shows that Sa is a finite left ideal (since m o (S) = 1). If A c Sα is a minimal left ideal then for b e A, Ab
But φ u , ^w +1 e C(S)* are linearly independent. In fact if Σi +1 ^i^i -0 and if we define fl on U?
+1 A d by //(β) = 1 for s e A { and //(β) = 0 if s e A 5 for jΦi then we can, by Tietze's extension theorem find an extension f t eC(S) of f . For this /< we have 0 = Σ a ύψAfi) -a iψi(fi) = <%i which shows that a { -0 so that dim J c l{G) ^n + 1, which contradicts our assumption. Thus there are at most n finite left-ideal groups in S.* If m(l^ m^ri) is the number of the finite left-ideal groups in S then we get by [6] p. 34 Thm. 3.1 and p. 36 Remark 3.2 and [6] 
(S) c m(S)
we would have Σ* #*?>*(/) = 0 which would imply that a x =a 2 = a n =0. Therefore {φ [, , <p' n } c Jl(S) are linearly independent which shows that m ^ n and S contains exactly n finite left-ideal groups.
REMARK 5. We also proved at the end of this theorem that •dim J c l(S) = n implies dim Jl(S) -n where S is countable and left amenable as a discrete semigroup. That this does not hold true for noncountable S is shown by the following example: Let G be an abelian compact Hausdorff topological group which is not finite. Then by Theorem B of [6] p. 32 we get that dim Jl(G)= ^ while dim J e l(G) = l (The Haar measure is unique). In other words the restriction of the infinite dimensional space Jl(G)(zm(G)* to C(G) forms an one dimensional subspace of C(G)* which coincides with J c l(G). The end of the proof of our preceeding theorem shows that this cannot happen if G is countable. COROLLARY 
Let S be a countable T 1 regular topological semigroup which is left amenable as a discrete semigroup. If S has left cancellation then dim J c l(G) -n (n < oo) if and only if S is finite and is the union of n finite disjoint left-ideal groups, dim J e l(G) = 1 if and only if then G is a finite group.
Proof. At the end of the last theorem it was in fact shown that n -dim J c l(S) -dim Jl(S) where Jl(S) is the set of left invariant * We could also proceed as follows: Let m, 1 ^ m < °°, be the number of finite left ideal groups of S and let A be a compact left ideal group of S. Then A is a countable group and has a compact hausdorίf topology in which multiplication is separately continuous. Hence by the theorem of Ellis (see Ellis [21] or GlicksbergDeleeuw [19] p.p. 64-65 and p.p. 94-96) A is a compact topological group which is countable. Hence A has to be finite (since if m is its normalised Haar measure then m{α}>0 for some a in A, hence m(A) -oo, if A is infinite, which cannot be.). Therefore S contains, in our case exactly m compact left ideal groups. By Theorem ΊV-1 of the present paper dim J O 1(S) = m which finishes the proof. elements of m(S)*. Applying Thm E of [6] p. 49 and remembering footnote 5 on p. 55 of [6] we get this corollary. REMARK 6. If G is a discrete amenable group and G' c G a subgroup then there exists a linear positive isometry from Jl{G f ) into Jl(G) (see Day [4] p. 534). Therefore, the assumption that dim Jl(G) = n implies that dim Jl(G') ^ n. If G is a topological group and G'cGa subgroup then there does not generally exist a linear isometry from
In fact let G be a compact abelian hausdorff topological group. Then dim J c l(G) -1. If now G'cG is any countable (not finite) subgroup then G f being abelian, is amenable as a discrete group and satisfies all the assumptions of our previous corollary. Therefore dim J c l{G r ) -co, which shows that there cannot exist an isometry from J c l{G f ) into J c l(G). This theorem of Day was the main tool to pass from the countable case to the uncountable case when dealing with discrete groups (see [6] p. 46 proof of Cor (5.3)). The above example shows that this important tool is not more available when dealing with topological groups.
Ill* The invariant mean on separable topological groups
The main theorem of this chapter is Theorem 1. We have to restrict ourselves to topological groups rather than topological semigroups since our method works only for left uniformly continuous functions and on semigroups there may not be any uniformity at all which is consistent with the algebraic structure. DEFINITION 1. Let G be a topological group and ί/cGa neighborhood of the identity. We say that U totally covers G if G c U<U Ua t : for some finite subset {a l9 , a k ) c G. (We should have said that U left totally covers G but we drop the "left" since we do not deal at all with the "right" case.)
We say that the topological group G has property (B) if it has a neighborhood of the identity U such that none of its powers totally covers G (or in other words for each n and each finite subset K . ., a k } c G, G -Uf=i U*at Φ 0.) REMARK 1. (a) A noncompact locally compact group has property B since if U is a compact neighborhood of the identity then U n is compact for each n and so JJJU U n a,i is compact and therefore does not cover the whole of G. Since ja e G this implies that G is not included in \J (gi + U n ) so that G has property (B).
(C) Any topological metric group G which admits a right invariant non bounded metric (i.e. its topology can be given by a right invariant metric d such that for any K>0 there are a,beG satisfying d(a,b) >K), has property B. It should be pointed out that any metric topological group admits as known (see G. Birkhof [2] or Kakutani [9] ) a right invariant metric. Therefore the real requirement is that the metric should be unbounded. (If G is totally bounded and metric then any admissible invariant metric is bounded).
Assume that G admits a right invariant unbounded metric d. If e is the identity element of G then let U = {g; d(e, g) < 1}. Then for ue U n d(e, u) ^ n. This is true for n -1. Assume that it holds for n - [18] p. 14). We notice also that the sequence Vή is not dependent upon p. But the same proof yields actually more: If V is a neighborhood of the diagonal (a member of the uniformity) and the sequence VI is chosen as above and if P is any subset of E then there exists a uniformly continuous
f:E-> [0, 1] such that f{p) = 0 if pe P and f(q) = 1 it qeE -V'{P).
Returning now to our group we consider its left uniformity i.e. the uniformity whose elements are all the sets of the form V -{(p, q); q e Vp} where p, qeG and V ranges over all the neighborhoods of e. Let 
4) that: | F(p) -F(q) | -| h k (p) -h k {q) | < 1/2-
1 < ε where k = 1 if p and q are both in A 2 .
If the above is not the case then let ϊ be the first index for which pe A { and j be the first index for which qe Aj. Assume that i < j.
Since q e V m p aUpa UAi c A i+1 (see (III. 2)) we have that j = i + 1 and q e A i+Ί (we can assume that i ^ 2 since if i = 1 then p, q e A 2 and we alredy dealt with this case). Thus p e A { -A { _ λ and q6 A i+1 -Ai c G -Ai and qe V m p . Therefore: Therefore, remembering that qe V m p and applying (III. 4), we get: Proof. If G has property B then the function F(g) of the preceeding lemma is unbounded and left uniformly continuous.
Conversely if F(g) is an unbounded left uniformly continuous function on G there is a neighborhood of the identity u such that I F(a) -F(b) I < 1 if b e Ua for any a 9 beG.
We show now that if
Assume that this is true for n. If be U nfl α then be U(U n a) and so there is some ce U n a such that be Uc.
Therefore | F(b) -F(c) | < 1 and so i F(b) -F(a) I ^ I F(b) -F(c) | + | F(c) -F(a) \ύl + n.
Assume now now that G = U U U n a { where a i e G. If now g e G then g G Ό n a i for some 1 ^ i ^ k and so | F{g) -F(a { ) \ S n which implies that
F(g) I ^ n + max
This contradicts the assumption that F(g) is not bounded.
DEFINITION 2. We denote by LUC{G)(zC{G) the norm closed subspace of C(G) of left uniformly continuous functions on G, i.e. fe C(G) is in LUC(G) if and only if for each ε > 0 there is a neighborhood of the identity, V in G such that | f(vg) -f(g) | < ε for each ve V and g eG.
5 This corollary is an immediate consequence of a theorem of M. Atsuji (see Canad. J. Math. 13 (1961) , p. 661) who proved that it holds true for any uniform space. Thanks are due to K. Ross and W. Comfort for communicating it to me. The above corollary (which is not used in what follows) gives in fact a characterization of what may be called "uniformly pseudocompact groups" i.e. groups for which every uniformly continuous real function is bounded. It states: Each left uniformly continuous real function on the topological group G is bounded if and only if each neighborhood of the identity has some power which totally covers G (see def. 1 of this ch.). The following example of an abelian metric group for which every uniformly continuous real function is bounded but the group is not totally bounded (i.e. its completion is not compact) has been given by W. W. Comfort and K. A. Ross in [23] . Let G = Γ κ° (where T is the circle group) and define for x = {xn}, y = {Vn} in G, x-y = {x n yn}.
The metric d is defined by d(x, y) =
sup {| x n -y n I; n = 1, 2, •}. These remarks and the above corollary are given here only for the general information of the reader and are not used later on. The lemma preceeding the above corollary is though, used heavily in what follows. Proof. We remark first that LUC(G) is a left invariant subspace of m(G) containing the constant functions, since if feLUC(G) and aeG then let U be a neighborhood of the identity e of G such that
JJ(G)
I f(ug) -f(g) I < ε f or each u in U and g in G. Then | f(uag) -f(ag) | < ε for u in U and # in G. If V
is a neighborhood of e such that aVaUa then I (U)(vg) -(l a f)(g) I = \f(avg) -f(ag) \ < ε for each v in V and # in G which shows that l a feLUC(G).
G is amenable as a discrete group and therefore there exists a left invariant mean μ on m(G). The restriction of μ to LUC(G) is a left invariant mean. Therefore in any case dim J u l(G) ^ 1. Assume now that dim J u l(G) -n where 0 < n < oo. We shall show that in this case G has not property (B). Let {p n } be a countable dense subset of G and let φ e LUC(G)* satisfy || φ \\ = 1 and & p \φ = ?> for w = 1, 2, . Let αeG, then for feLUC(G), φ{l%J) = 9/and so:
But for any ε > 0 there is a neighborhood V of e such that | /0>fj) -fid) \< e tor g in G and v e F, i.e. surely | /(vαflf) -/(α#) | < ε whenever veV.
Thus for any be Va we have that || (l°b -l°a)f\\ < ε. Since p n is dense in G there is some p ά in Vα. For this p ά we can write I (jStfφ -ψ)f\S\ φ(l°a -l%)(f) I S II (i.° -ΪJJ/H < e. This shows that φ e JJ(G) or that {φ e LUC(G)*; £f g°φ = φ for g e G} = {9 e LUC(G)*; Sfplφ = φ, w = 1, 2, •} Denoting L o = LUC(G) we can apply Theorem II-l to get that for any left invariant mean φ of LUC{G)* there exists a sequence of finite means {φ n } such that lim w _ >oo 9> Λ (/) = 9>(/) f°r eacf
eLUC(G).
We choose φ as a £wo sided invariant mean on m(G). (see [4] p. 529) This φ will be fixed till the end of the proof. Then the restriction of this φ (which we again denote by this same φ) to LUC(G) will be at least a left invariant mean on LUC(G). Therefore = \xm n _ >oo φ n {f) for each feLUC(G) where φ n is a sequence of finite means of LUC(G)*\ Let U be a neighborhood of e such that none of its powers totally covers G. We may assume that U is symmetric (since any neighborhood of e included in U also has this property). If icGwe shall write φ(A) instead of φ(l Λ ) (we remember that φ(f) is defined for any / in m(G)). We shall show at first that φ(U n ) > 0 for some integer n > 0. This will immediately yield that U 2n totally covers G, which is the desired contradiction. Define the following bounded uniformly continuous functions on the real line:
Since the functions f^x), f 5 {χ) (or g^x), g s (χ)) have disjoint carriers iίiΦJ the two functions /(x) = ΣΓ/»(aO and ff (s) -ΣZ9M are well defined, their graph is plotted:
This does not imply that φ can be represented by a countably additive measure on the Baire field of G. Consider in fact the following example: Let G be the additive group of rationals with the metric | r 2 -n | and let a be an irrational number. Let r n be a sequence of rationals converging to a and let <m n be the point measure concentrated at r n . Then linw ^ fdm n = lim^ f(r n ) = Af exists for each uniformly continuous bounded / (and equals f(a) where /is the uniformly continuous extension of /to the whole real line). Assume now that Af= J fdm for some countably additive real valued measure m on B G and consider the sequence of uniformly continuous functions defined for x in G by 
Thus φ' e l λ which immediately implies that φ'{l) -
and since f k (F(g) 
Therefore ^(Λ,) > 0 which implies immediately that φ{A,) > 0 for some l^i^l-1.
we get that ^(Z7 2(A+2) p i ) > 0 for some j" and using the fact that φ is also a ri^/^ί invariant mean we get that φ(U 2{lc+2) ) > 0 (Remember that φ(A) = cp(lj = <p(li) = <p(l^-i) for any ^eG and A c G).
Let now V=U 2{lc+2) . We shall prove that
totally covers G, which will contradict the assumption that no power of U totally covers G. U is symmetric and therefore so is V and <p(V) > 0. Assume that V 2 does not totally cover G. Then we chose an infinite sequence of elements {αj c G this way:
Thus Va 2 f) Va ± = 0 (since V"" 1 = F). If a u , α n _ 1 have teen chosen such that Va { Π Va β -0 if i Φ j and l^ί,i^^ -1 then since G ^ UΓ 1 V 2 a ζ there is some element a n £ IJΐ 1 V 2 a it Thus a n $ V 2 a { for each 1 ^ ΐ ^ n -1 and so Fα % Π 7^= 0 for 1 ^ i ^ w -1. Therefore for any n > 0
This shows that φ(V) = 0 which is a contradiction and so V 2 = f/ 4(&+2) totally covers G. This proves that J u l{G) is infinite dimensional. As an immediate consequence one gets that J c l(G) is infinite dimensional as follows: G is amenable and so surely dim/<i(G) Ξ> 1 and dim JJ(G) ^ 1. Assume now that dim J e l(G) -n,n < oo. We show that this implies that dim J u l(G) g n, which cannot be. If ψeJ u l{G) then it has a left invariant extension ψ" e m(G)* (see Then
if and only if G is compact.
REMARK 2. (a) The reader should remember that at least any abelian or solvable, or locally finite group is amenable as a discrete group, (see Day [4] pp. 516-518 for these and more examples) (b) This theorem is not known even for the real line R. It asserts that C(i2)* ahd LUC(R)* both have an infinite dimensional subspace of invariant elements.
Proof of theorem. G is amenable and so the restriction of any left invariant mean to C(G) or LUC(G) is a left invariant mean of C(G) or LUC(G). Thus dim J c l{G) ^ 1 and dim JJ(G) ^ 1 in any case.
If G is compact then LUC(G) = C(G) as well known (see A. Weil [18] ) and there is a unique left invariant mean on C(G) (which is represented by the normalized Haar measure on G). Thus by the Remark Π-2 we get that dim
Assume now that dim J u l(G) = n, n < oo. Then G is compact (since otherwise it would be noncompact locally compact and therefore would satisfy property B and by the previous theorem would satisfy dim JJ(G) = oo) Therefore n = 1. Thus dim JJ(G) can be either 1 or oo and dim JJ(G) = 1 if and only if G is compact. Using in the same way the previous theorem one immediately gets the remaining part of this theorem. Remembering that any nonzero subgroup of the * In fact if A is any left invariant subspace of m(G) containing LUC{G) and the space of left invariant elements of A*, then as above, dim J U 1(G) d im JA1(G) which shows that Theorem III-l holds true C{G) is replaced by A. All the following theorems involving C(G) could be shown to hold true when C{G) is replaced by A. We could take as A, for instance, the space of all bounded Baire measurable functions on G.
additive group of a hausdorff locally convex linear topological space has property (B) (see, Remark IΠ-1 (b)) and using in the same way Theorem IΠ-1 one immediately obtains. and let G be the group generated by {g 1 g 2 y * •}• Then G is a countable Hausdorff abelian topological group and therefore G is 2\ and regular (even completely regular see [18] p. 13). Therefore G is amenable as a discrete group and hence we can apply Corollary Π-2 to get that dim J c l(G) = oo.
Consider now LUC(G). Any / in LUC(G) has a unique uniformly continuous extension /'e C(G r ) such that sup^ \f(g) \ = sup ff6Gί , \f'(g) |. But any /' € C(G') is uniformly continuous on the (compact) metric space (G f , d) and therefore its restriction to G is uniformly continuous 
If a £ G but aeG f then there is a sequence {a n } c G such that d(a n a) -* 0. Since d is an invariant metric we have that d(a n g, ag) = d(a n a) -> 0 for any g in G. But any / 6 G(G') is uniformly continuous, which means that for ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that if d(x, y) < δ then I f(x) -f(y) \ < ε. If therefore % 0 is such that n ^ n 0 implies for L C UC{G)*. Since any φ eJ x can be extended to L C UC(G) by defining for f 9 ge LUC(G) Thus e a e β is an idempotent of the group A β and therefore e a e β = e β for any a, βe I. If now ae A then ae A β for some /3e I and therefore 
s) = h(ae» Q s) = h(as).
But if KeC(S) is any extension of h to all of S then, since A is a right ideal, we get
where VJi is the extension defined by (IV. 2) while KeC(S) is any extension of h. Therefore
This shows that φ'eJ c l(A). REMARK. We notice that we do not assume any separation axioms about the topological space A. We shall show in what follows that in fact we can assume about A that it is even a hausdorff space (and even that C(A) separates points).
In fact define in A the following equivalence relation: If a,be A then a ~ b if and only if x(a) -x(b) for each xe C(A). Obviously this is an equivalence relation but moreover ~ is even a congruence, i.e., if a ~ b then ca ~ cb and ac ~ be for each ce A. This is true since for any x e C(A)
Let A' be the collection of all equivalence classes of A and for each ae A let α' be the equivalence class containing α. Define in A! the multiplication α' δ' = (αδ)\ Since ^ is a congurence this multiplication is well defined and renders A' a semigroup, (see Lyapin [20] REMARKS. We notice that A^ is a group which is a compact hausdorff topological space with separately continuous multiplication and therefore by Ellis theorem (see Ellis [21] or Glicksberg Deleeuw [19] p. 64-65 and p. 94-96) each A* is a compact Hausdorff topological group, (i.e. the mapping (a, b) --• ab~λ from A^ x A' ω into A^ is continuous). Proof. As in Luthar's proof if I is a compact ideal of S and I u , I n are closed ideals of S contained in I then I x --I n a Π*=i /y ^ 0. Therefore the family jp 7 of all closed ideals of S contained in / has the finite intersection peoperty and so A -Ore** I' ^ 0. Thus A is a compact ideal. If ae A then a A a. A is a compact ideal and so a A = A which shows that A is a group. If now A λ is any other compact ideal and group of S then A λ A c A Π A 1 Φ 0 and if αeAπΛ then AAa -A λ a -A λ which shows that S contains exactly one ideal and compact group. Using Theorem (IV. 1) we get that dim J c l(S) = 1 or that C(S) admits a unique invariant mean.
